It is shown that for fixed 1 ≤ r ≤ s < d and > 0, if X ⊂ P G(d, q) contains (1+ )q s points, then the number of r-flats spanned by X is at least c( )q (r+1)(s+1−r) , i.e. a positive fraction of the number of r-flats in P G(s + 1, q).
Introduction
Let P G(d, q) denote the d-dimensional finite projective space of order q, and let N q (r, d) = (1 + o(1))q (r+1)(d−r) be the number of r-flats in P G(d, q). We denote by n q (r, s, d) the number of s-flats in P G(d, q) which contain a fixed r-flat. Clearly n q (r, s, d) = N q (s − r − 1, d − r − 1) = q (s−r)(d−s) (1 + o (1)). An r-flat F is spanned by X, if dim(X ∩ F ) = r and we denote by F (r) (X) the collection of r-flats spanned by X.
Alon [1] has shown that if X ⊂ P G(2, q) is of size |X| = (1 + )(q + 1), then
For the case of spanned lines Alon's method easily extends to higher dimensions. Here we show the following generalization of Alon's result Theorem 1 For fixed 1 ≤ r ≤ s < d and > 0, if q is large enough and
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can be replaced by 1 − o(1) if r > 1 and q → ∞.
Let us observe that |F (r) (X)| ≤ N q (r, s + 1) for any subset X of a subspace
. Theorem 1 asserts that |F (r) (X)| is at least a positive fraction of this natural upper bound for an arbitrary subset of the same size.
Alon's result (and its higher dimensional extension) is the case k = s = 1 of Theorem 1. For this case his proof gives a better constant ( 1 2 ).
Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of the theorem will be based on a lemma of Corrádi [2] (see also [3] ), which states that in a hypergraph consisting of at least b sets, each having at least k elements, such that any two of them has at most λ elements in common, the number of elements is at least 
≥ q s+(d+r−s−1)(s+1−r) (1 + o (1)).
(2.2)
Thus for the average number of good flats through the points of X we have
Fix 0 < δ < 1 (to be chosen later) and let
Now, for any x ∈ X let H(x) = { good (d + r − s − 1)-flats through x }. Then we can define the following parameters k, b, λ by
Hence by the cited result of Corradi, can be replaced by 1 − o(1) choosing δ close to 1.
